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AUTHENTIC TRANSFORMATIONS

By Skip Elmore

Most people, when desiring improvements in their lives, only visualize changing
outwardly. It's all about appearance and behavior modifications to create a more
acceptable image for others to evaluate. Frequently this desire to improve is
stimulated by subtle subconscious efforts to address hidden fear driven selfworth challenges.
Authentic Spiritual Transformation always happens on the inside. It's about
admitting our intellectual fears (carnal from birth) to the Eternal Holy Spirit.
This dynamic humility initiates the beginning of a life changing relationship that
will reveal new purposes, attitudes and habits. That is precisely what Authentic
Transformation is. We will only pass on that which our Lord places within us.
Only the authentically transformed person is motivated to model Authentic
Transformation for others to follow.
When this occurs, a new expression of ‘joy’ will reveal who we’ve become, rather
than just an intermittent emotional reflection from time to time. We may
experience small hints of joy when we’ve helped someone, but when we become
cognitive recipients of ‘GRACE’ as a great new unearned ‘POSITION OF
BLAMELESS
WORTHINESS’
and
‘SPIRITUAL
AUTHORITY’,
our
transformational joy will become more than just an external expression or a
personality trait. Joy then possesses us as genuine transformational recipients as
it becomes who we are, more than just what we do.
So, is this Authentic Transformation readily available to us? The answer: Yes
and no! No, not in an overpowering emotional way that strong desires or sexual
pleasures do. Authentic transformation will not normally hold us captive against
our will.
And, yes, authentic transformation can be ours when we choose to purge
perpetually dwelling on our needs, desires and fears, and become open
recipients of spiritual enlightenment. That’s when we will experience possessing
our Lord’s Holy Spirit. That’s when transformation becomes who we are rather
than demonstrations of emotions or personality traits.
Let’s practice gratitude as a valid step toward an Authentic Transformation and
cease comparing equities and inequities. We must accept who we are, warts and
all, and prepare for the journey ahead. We must obtain a proper perspective on
how unimportant present circumstances and situations are in comparison to the
promises of a Christ filled eternity. Dedicate the rest of life to placing bright colors
on what we have. So many miss the blessings of their life while restlessly
pursuing the life others have. Life is not fair; we need to accept it and live the
transformed life joyously.
We can endure devastating inequities when we become enlightened with the
spiritual wisdom that allows us to contemplate eternal benefits by experiencing a
transformed life now. The best way to cultivate faith in that dream is to let it
dominate life now. Remember, life’s not fair; get over it!!!
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